Supplementary Information Sheet – Why do
Governments Levy Taxes?

This Supplementary Information Sheet
examines some concepts that will
inform the Panel’s thinking about
rates and why they are levied by local
governments
Through the Local Government Act 1989, Part 8, the Victorian
Parliament has conferred upon local government the power to
levy and collect property tax in the form of rates.
Under economic theory governments should levy taxes as
either:


general taxation to fund public goods1; or



to recover costs for goods and services that are
provided to individuals or individual entities.

Taxes can also be used to encourage or discourage certain
types of production and consumption that result in
externalities. For example, a carbon tax can be imposed to
discourage carbon pollution.

include street lighting on public streets, public parks and local
roads.
All of these goods have benefits that do not diminish with
additional users3 – for example, the Royal Australian Air
Force provides defence services for the whole nation,
regardless of the population. Likewise, it would be difficult to
restrict access to these goods – if the RAAF defends one
Australian from an alien invasion, it automatically defends all
Australians.
These combined characteristics mean that private markets
have little incentive to provide public goods. Would-be
consumers can “free-ride” or enjoy the benefits of public
goods regardless of whether or not they pay for them. In
particular, it is difficult to sell a good to which access cannot
be restricted.
Since markets are not very good at producing public goods,
they are best financed by governments through compulsory
general taxes. For example, in Victoria, local councils get
approximately half of their revenue from general rates and
charges levied on most properties.
PRIVATE GOODS

Public goods and private goods
PUBLIC GOODS

A private good exists where


Public goods are those goods where2:



The use of or enjoyment by one person does not
reduce their availability to others; and
It is not practical to exclude access to them.

(It is important to note that under economic theory “public
good” does not refer to all goods and services that are
publicly funded.)
Examples of public goods provided by governments around
the world include national defense, flood control systems and
quarantine systems. Public goods provided by councils

1

In this paper, the word “goods” is used to mean goods and services.

2

Australia’s Future Taxation System (Henry Review), 2010, Part 2 Volume 2, p.326.

3

At least to an extent: for example, the benefits of a public park do not diminish when
one user increases to two or three, but at some point the park will become



one person’s use reduces its availability or
enjoyment by others (for example, one person eating
a pizza means that no one else can eat that
particular pizza); and
access to using the good or service can be easily
restricted (for example, a pizza shop will not make a
pizza for you unless you pay).

Examples of private goods provided by local councils that
generally behave like private goods include waste collection,
parking spaces and business and tourism promotion.

overcrowded, reducing user enjoyment. Public parks are therefore not pure
public goods. In fact, most government-provided goods and services fall
somewhere on a public-private good continuum.
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Because of the above traits, would-be consumers cannot
“free-ride” without paying, meaning the private market has an
incentive to produce them. Consumers and producers can
then make decisions about consuming/producing those
products based on the price. The result (assuming no other
market distortions) is that markets produce and price private
goods at appropriate levels.
Where governments, including local councils, provide private
goods (that is, benefits only accrue to the individual consumer
or entity, and access can be restricted), it is more efficient to
directly charge the users for them, rather than funding them
through general taxes.

BOX 1: EXAMPLES OF
EXTERNALITIES




Externalities
Externalities are an instance of markets not producing or
consuming goods at appropriate levels. Externalities happen
when there are spillover effects in producing or consuming a
good. When a transaction results in spillover benefits for a
third party or society more broadly this creates positive
externalities. When there are spillover costs for third parties
or the broader society these are known as negative
externalities. Some examples are given in Box 1 on the right.
When production or consumption of a good results in
externalities, markets will not produce that good at desired
levels. This is because the business producing the good, or
the consumer using the good is not taking into account the
third party benefits or costs when making their production and
consumption decisions. For example, if a business had to
consider the impact of air pollution on its neighbours as a
dollar cost on its balance sheet, it might choose to produce
less pollution.
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Air pollution is an example of a negative
externality in production – although it may
be caused by a single business it can
affect people and other businesses for
miles around.
Waste from packaged products is an
example of a negative externality in
consumption – society more broadly must
deal with the waste from the packaging,
not just the person who consumed the
good.
Primary education is believed to create
positive externalities in consumption, as it
benefits society more broadly to have
members who can read, write, etc.
Honey production creates a positive
production externality as bees support
pollination and agricultural output on
neighbouring lands.

In such cases, there may be a rationale for government
intervention to address externalities (assuming the benefits of
taking action outweigh the costs). Government often use laws
and regulations and in some cases, taxes to discourage or
encourage production or consumption that results in
externalities.
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